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Abstract: The Hadoop framework provides a way of storing and processing the huge amounts of data. The social media like Facebook, twitter and amazon uses Hadoop eco system tools so as to store the data in Hadoop distributed file system and to process the data Map Reduce (MR). The current work describes the usage of Sqoop in the process of import and export with HDFS. The work involves various possible import/export commands supported by the tool Sqoop in the eco system of Hadoop. The importance of the work is to highlight the common errors while installing Sqoop and working with Sqoop. Many developers and researchers were using Sqoop so as to perform the import/export process and to handle the source data in the relational format. In the current work the connectivity between mysql and sqoop were presented and various commands usage along with the results were presented. The outcome of the work is for each command the possible errors encountered and the corresponding solution is mentioned. The common configuration settings we have to follow so as to handle the Sqoop without any errors is also mentioned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Apache Sqoop is a tool which helps to import/export the data from relational data bases to HDFS and vice-versa. Most of the reporting and data visualization tools built on top of RDBMS. So all the developers need a procedure to transfer the data from HDFS to RDBMS [1]. The expectation here is parallel loads of the data so as to speed up the task. The same way fetching the data from RDBMS to HDFS is required so as to perform the huge data processing with the help of MR and applicability of the analytics to come up with various predictions is possible. The problem with the usage of scripting to perform the above mentioned activities is time consuming and scripts were in efficient to perform import/export. So as to solve the above issues and to perform the import_exports efficiently in the context of parallel mode with the usage of MR and less time than scripting the Sqqoop is the best tool. Sqoop efficiently work with MySQL, Oracle and HDFS. Integration of Hive and Pig Latin is also allowed in Sqoop. The best feature of Sqoop is can be integrated with Oozie so as to automate the scheduling process. The organization of the article is as follows in section II Sqoop working and architecture was discussed. In Section III various Sqqoop commands to Import/Export wereexplained. In Section IV along with Sqqoop commands implementation and common errors faced in the import/export process were described. In Section V conclusions of the work were mentioned.

II. SQOOP ARCHITECTURE AND WORKING

Sqoop runs on top of Hadoop Cluster, so before installation and running of the Sqoop, the machine should contain the Hadoop Configuration on top of the Hadoop one can install Sqoop by downloading the compatible version of Sqoop with Hadoop version [3]. While performing the import or export process Sqoop uses mapper to slice the incoming data. Each slice is partitioned with the help of Map jobs and transfer the slice of the data to HDFS or RDBMS. One of the important aspect in Sqoop is the tool process the records in the context of type safe manner and uses DB meta data to infer the data types.

Figure 1: Sqoop Working in Hadoop Cluster (Source Apache).

From figure 1 we can observe that Sqoop helps us to import the data from RDBMS/DWH source to HDFS. The process of Export can be done from HDFS to any RDBMS/DWH with the integration of MR, Hive, Pig, HBase. you are using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation Editor or the MathType add-on (http://www.mathtype.com) for equations in your paper (Insert | Object | Create New | Microsoft Equation orMathType Equation). “Float over text” should not be selected. The tools are part of Hadoop eco system MR is the processing of Hadoop jobs in parallel and distributed manner. Hive is a tool used to perform some storing and processing of the data with Hive Query Language [3]. Pig is a tool provides customizations like joins, load, union and is a scripting kind of the language which simplifies the implementation by reducing the lines of the code. HBase is a tool with NOsql context so as to support column family kind of the data without following indexing, concept of keys or normalizations. With all these mentioned tools Sqoop can be integrated to import/export the data.
III. VARIOUS SQOOP COMMANDS IN THE DATA IMPORT/EXPORT

Sqoop works in the form of Import and Export concept with the RDBMS. Sqoop is having certain commands to work out and will give all the supported commands to exploit the strength of the Sqoop. Sqoop is not providing any separate prompt as that of hive and grunts shell, so directly from terminal of Unix/Linux we have to perform the tasks. But the prerequisite is to observe the Hadoop services running in the machine. The services required to work with Sqoop are Name Node which provides the meta data information of the HDFS and is a Master node gives the instructions to Data Node.

Data Node is a slave daemon which is actual storage of the data. Job Tracker is a service which schedules the job and assigns the job to the task tracker, Task Tracker is a slave service that is the actual work horse. The backup of the Name Node is observed in the service as Secondary Name Node.

The following table gives the idea about the supported commands in Sqoop on top of Hadoop cluster. With the command Sqoop help we can get the various commands such as codegen, eval, import, export and import-all-tables etc., Sqoop provides a range of commands to integrate with HDFS, HIVE, PIG and while performing export and import of the table it depends on the Mapper tasks to complete the activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command in Sqoop</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Codegen</td>
<td>Code generation to interact with DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create-hive-table</td>
<td>Import Table into Hive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eval</td>
<td>To execute the queries like update and Select and get the result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>Export the HDFS directory to RDBMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import</td>
<td>Import a table from RDBMS to HDFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import-all-tables</td>
<td>Import all the tables from RDBMS to HDFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List-databases</td>
<td>List out the data bases in the selected RDBMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List-tables</td>
<td>List out all the tables in the selected database of RDBMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Display version of the Sqoop running on top of Hadoop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Squoop Implementation of Import/Export along with Common Errors.

Sqoop as mentioned earlier is a tool to work with various kinds of the environments. The basic point here is establishing a connection with MYSQL and Hadoop is the initial point. The usage of the command involves two aspects one is localhost connectivity provided both Sqoop (in Hadoop Cluster) and MYSQL are running in the same machine, so we can make use of localhost in all the import/export commands.

The second context is if MYSQL is accessed via remote location in that case we can make use of ipconfig from the windows machine or ifconfig from the Unix/Linux based machines.

Observation 1:
The most common error occurs in the working of localhost or ipconfig is improper specification of the address of the machine so the sqoop-mysql connectivity becomes a major problem. Here the solution is to clearly identify the configuration details and specify the proper configuration value so that we can connect with MYSQL through Sqoop.

In continuation with this the username and password specification in the running of import/export command from Hadoop terminal. The user name is root (you can use) password here we need to mention the MYSQL installed version password then only we can able connect with the Sqoop. Most of the errors faced by the users in the connection process is username and password specification with MYSQL.

Observation 2:
The Sqoop working is integration between HDFS and MYSQL, HIVE and Sqoop and HBase and Sqoop likewise there are distinct aspects were there in the connection management and processing of the queries. To handle the sqoop working in the proper way we need to have a .jar file which mysql-connector in the version compatible of java version of the Hadoop cluster.

The same .jar file(mysql-connector) must be there in sqoop library along with java library also.

Observation 3:
The Sqoop user basically need to have the knowledge of the databases available in MYSQL along with the supported tables. While running the commands list-databases can be run normally, where as in list-tables we have to properly mention the data base name in the command itself otherwise Sqoop returns an error.

So before issuing the command the user need to verify the data bases in the MYSQL accordingly he has to use the corresponding DB then he can issue the command list-tables.
Sqoop import table allows the user so as to import the specified table into HDFS, to import a table into HDFS we can use the command sqoop import the results can be observed in the following figure.

Figure 3: Sqoop Import working to import job table from MYSQL to HDFS.

Observation 4:

The common error we may expect in the processing of the sqoop import is file already existing error. That means while importing any table into HDFS the sqoop performs the map task and create a .jar file along with Job id and a target directory name. The target-directory in HDFS is generally created at the time of import process if the same table would have imported earlier then obviously the directory name in HDFS is same as that of Table in MYSQL which leads to the error. So the user need to verify the directory of HDFS manually then only he can issue the import command so as to avoid the error.

IV. CONCLUSION

The article described the Sqoop working and characteristics of the Sqoop along with the benefits of using the Sqoop between HDFS and MYSQL/Oracle. Sqoop architecture along with import/export process is explained in the work. The work provides the various common errors observed in the connection establishment. Initially username and password related aspects were addressed, there after the problem of connection with localhost/ifconfig is described as many times the users face the issue in the real time scenarios while connecting with remote data bases. The third observation is with the list-tables working and the user need to verify the corresponding data base so as to address the issue. The final observation is with import command wherethere is a possibility of existing the target directory name in the HDFS in the name of the table of MySQL which we are importing to HDFS.
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